Grassroots Technologies available for
fabrication /manufacturing
and/or marketing
Important Note:
All the technologies given in the document are at different
stages of development.
development These are available
for fabrication/manufacturing and/or marketing with certain
conditions.
Please also visit www.nif.org.in to have a look at other
innovative products

Motorized Thread Winder ( Automatic Firki for
Kite flyers) by Paresh Panchal, Gujarat
While flying kite, the most cumbersome and
boring part is to rewind the left over thread
after the kite gets cut.
cut Paresh Panchal has
developed a motorized thread winder, using
which the thread gets rewind automatically
saving the user of drudgery and boredom. It is
simple (completely hassle free) to use and has
an easy and speedy operation. It winds 500
yards threads in 30 seconds. It also prevents
damage caused to the thread and to the fingers
during rewinding. Since it rewinds the thread
quickly, it also reduces the chance of stray
accidents caused on roads due such threads.
We are looking for parties who are interested in manufacturing and marketing

Ceiling Cooler,
by Gopal Kumar Saluja, Haryana
It is a cooler that can be mounted on ceiling making use of existing ceiling fan and
therebyy saving
g space.
p
The ceiling
g cooler comprises
p
ordinary
y ceiling
g fan,, submersible
water-pump with motor, cylindrical water container having grass pad (Tati) and
arrangement for water drip similar to that in desert cooler.

This fan also uses cotton strips clad in
aluminum mesh (for strength and extra
cooling) that are dipped in water. As the fan
is turned on, air comes through the strips
which are always kept moist by capillary
suction. This is a very simple and cheap
solution and uses an existing
g ceiling
g fan.

We are looking for parties who are interested in manufacturing (with design improvement )
and marketing

Suraksha Tong,
by Arvindbhai Patel, Gujarat
The conventional household utensil-holding devices used in
kitchen have not undergone much improvement in recent times.
V often
Very
ft accident
id t occurs due
d to
t the
th lack
l k off gripping
i i capacity
it
of conventional tong. It is basically a utensil-holding device
inevitable in any kitchen, laboratory and mechanical workshop.

We are looking for parties who are interested in manufacturing and marketing
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Vatsal Tong,
by Vinod Gajjar, Gujarat
The conventional household utensil-holding devices used in kitchen have not undergone
much improvement in recent times. Very often accident occurs due to the lack of gripping
capacity of conventional tong. Vatsal Tong consists of 210 mm and 400 mm spring steel
grade rod (3mm diameter) which is blended in such a way that device can hold the edged
utensils.
tensils Pair of tong is used
sed to lift single vessel
essel

We are looking for parties who are interested in manufacturing and marketing
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Pedal cum electricity operated drill machine
for fabrication by Vikas Sinde , Maharashtra

This is a innovative drilling machine operated by Pedal as
well as electricity , useful for drilling holes in various
materials. The drill bit is gripped by a chuck at one end of
the drill and rotated while cycling the device.
device The tip of
the cutting tool does the work of cutting into the target
material. It is very useful for small fabricator of remote
areas where electricity is not regular or erratic .

We are Looking for parties interested in manufacturing and marketing the product.

Auto Air Kick Pump for filling air in tyre
by Arvindbhai Patel, Gujarat
A device for filling air in punctured/ flat tyres. Uses air coming from the
compressor on cranking, routes it to valve of flat tyre.
A arrangementt to
t take
t k the
th vehicle
hi l to
t repair
i shop.
h
Inspiration came from frequent punctures he experienced while riding on
motorcycle
y on bumpy,
py, uneven rural roads.

We are looking for parties who are interested in manufacturing and marketing

Motorcycle Side Stand Gear Lock Clamp
by K Sudhir , Kerala
The gear lock clamp consists of a angular rod welded to the base washer. The clamp
restricts engagement of gears when the side-stand is not removed. Easy to mount and
dismount on the side stand. It is a simple fool-proof clamp which prevents accidents.

We are Looking for parties interested in manufacturing and marketing the product.

Rapid Compost Maker
by Gurmel Singh Dhonsi, Rajasthan
Fertility value of well decomposed compost is well known. Decomposition can be fastened
if the biomass is aerated, humidified and properly mixed. Dhonshi’s machine is a tractor
PTO driven machine, which can thoroughly mix and moisten the bio-waste, reducing the
time of decomposition from 3-4 months to 20- 45 days. Rapid Compost maker can turn and
pulverize a row of biomass of size 11 ft x 6.5
6 5 ft x 2.5
2 5 ft (i.e.
(i e total 400 ton) in an hour,
hour and
consumes 3.5-4.0 litre diesel per hour. The compost has better fertility value as compared to
FYM and vermin-compost.

We are Looking for parties interested in developing it for small size tractor

Pomegranate de-seeder (Domestic version) by
Uddhav Bharali ( North East )
Domestic Model
Conventional

method

of

separating

the

pomegranate seeds (arils) from the peel is a very
tedious and time consuming process.
 It is a machine for separating pomegranate
seeds from fruits without damaging the seeds.
The capacity of domestic version is about 5-7
k /h andd it
kg/h
i is
i under
d devewlopment
d
l
 The capacity of bigger model suitable for
industrial application
pp
has capacity
p y of deseedingg
50-55 kg of pomegranate fruits per hour.

Model Suitable for Industry use
We are looking for parties interested in different capacity models and manufacturing & marketing

Oil seed and parboiled rice spreader
by R Ravi , Tamilnadu
Generally, parboiled paddy and oil seeds are spread on
floor for sun drying. A large number of workers are needed
for turning these frequently. Ravi observed the problems
faced by the workers and developed an engine operated
paddy turner having rotary tyres with rubber coating in
2005.
It can cover three ft width of 10-15 cm thick bed of
paddy or oil seeds consuming 0.5
0 5 litre of fuel per hour.
hour The
same machine can also be used for spreading oil seeds,
millets, coriander, etc., which need to be spread for sun
drying.

We are Looking for parties interested in manufacturing and marketing the product.

Hoe cum Spade by Ishfaq Ahmad Wani &
Refaz Ahmad Wani, Jammu & Kashmir

This is an
innovative device
which can be easily
converted into hoe
from spade or viceversa

We are Looking for parties interested in manufacturing and marketing the product.

Mobile operated ON/OFF switch
by Prem Singh Saini , Haryana

 The switch can be used to operate any kind of
electrical
l t i l appliance
li
/ device.
d i
S it h can be
Switch
b operated
t d
only by designated mobiles whose numbers are stored in
memory of mobile phone attached to the switch.
 The switch can operate 100 watt to 1000 kw and 1.5 v
to 11,000 volt AC/DC. It can work with 6v D.C. A
p
or mobile pphone can be used from remote
telephone
location to activate the connected appliance.
 Saves time and labor costs considering the benefit of
remote operation

We are looking for parties who are interested in manufacturing and marketing

Solar Laminator
by Amandeep Singh, Rajasthan
Consists of metallic plates and rollers. The paper to be laminated is kept between the
lamination sheet and then passed between the rollers for lamination. Low cost solution for
lamination for places where electricity is not available/ is erratic.
erratic No bubbling or
wrinkling is observed during the process. On a sunny and clear day, it takes 15-20 min to
laminate first document. Once the laminator gets heated to the optimum, the time taken
for one lamination is comparable to that taken by an electricity operated one. It also has
provision of using electricity in case the work needs to be done in absence of sun light

We are looking for parties who are interested in manufacturing and marketing

Portable stove fueled by paddy husk
by Shri Ashok Thakur, Bihar

It is a portable stove of specific design or using
paddy husk as a fuel effectively. One kg paddy
husk burns for an hour. The stove has been tested
by TERI University, New Delhi and found
having thermal efficiency 23% in cold & hot start
and 32 % during simmering.

We are looking for parties interesetd in manufacturing (with design improvements

Motorcycle Driven Multi Purpose Ploughing
Machine by Mansukhbhai Jagani
This a assembled mini tractor ( made by
b using
sing
old Enfield motorcycle or engine with more
than 7.5 HP ) Field capacity (coverage) of the
machine is 4 acres/hr (1.8 ha/hr) for groundnut
cultivation. However, it may vary for different
crops depending upon the soil conditions and
cropping pattern. The unit is capable of
performing all the agricultural operation
carried out by pairs of bullock and subset of
operations performed by tractor. Can also be
used for goods transporting operations by
attaching a small trailer. Fuel consumption of
the machine is 1 lit/hr for groundnut
cultivation.

We are looking for parties who are interested in manufacturing and marketing

Tree climber
by Late M Josheph , Kerela

The tree climbers developed by
the innovator are for increasing
the speed and safety while
climbing a coconut or palm tree.
The tree climber is operated both
by hands and legs. Upper frame is
operated by hand and lower
frame is operated by leg
leg. By up
and down movement of upper
and lower frame, one can climb
on the tree.
tree

We are looking for parties interested in manufacturing and marketing

Manual Paddy Transplanter ……...

We are Lookingg ffor :
•
To design the manual paddy
transplanter suiting Indian conditions .
•
It should be easy to operate, clean and
maintain; less in weight so that it can be
carried easily; be at least three times in
efficiency as compared to human effort;
be able to be used in different kinds of
soils with minor modifications to suit
local needs.
•
It should be affordable in cost for small
farmers and the construction material
should be easily available across the
country.

Bicycle Weeder
by Gopal Bhise , Maharastra
Low cost implement fabricated using the front wheel and handle of an old bicycle. A low cost
option
p
to small and marginal
g
farmers of owning
g a farm implement
p
that can do some farm
operations like harrowing, weeding. Easy to operate and maintain.

We are Looking for parties interested in manufacturing and marketing the product.

Pedal Operated Paddy Thresher
by Mr. Dharnidhara Mahato, West Bengal
The innovator has come up with a pedal operated paddy thresher , having cost about less than
one-fifth of the cost of conventional paddy thresher, While delivering twice the output.
Using
i
this
hi thresher,
h h a person can thresh
h h about
b
1000-1200 kg
k off paddy
dd in
i a day,
d which
hi h Makes
k
it quite efficient for village use.

We are Looking for parties interested in manufacturing and marketing the product.

Bicycle Operated Pump
by Vikram Rathore Andhra Pradesh

Pedal driven pump comprises of beltpulley, bicycle, flywheel, rim and 5
H.P centrifugal pump unit. It pumps
water without requirement
q
of any
y
conventional

power

and

hence

environment friendly. Useful for
farmers residing in isolated rural
areas where electricity through t grid
supply
pp y is not available. .

We are looking for parties interested in manufacturing and marketing

Fruit Nipper
by Madhav Mahajan & others
Conventional fruit nippers damage the fruits
sometimes Also,
sometimes.
Also it is very difficult to harvest
selective fruit(s) without damaging the others. It is
an oval shaped frame with a lead-angle of ~15
degrees to facilitate easy harvesting of selective
fruits from bunches.
About 6-7
6 7 fruits can be harvested at a time.
time One
can harvest 200 mango fruits/hr without damage.
One can harvest mangoes, sapota, guava, orange,
etc. (even selected ones) using this nipper without
damaging the fruit and petiole.

We are Looking for parties interested in manufacturing and marketing the product.

Hand operated water lifting device
by N Shakthimainthan, Tamil Nadu
Consists of 2 pairs of chain and sprocket (gear ratio
1:2), impeller pump and pipes. Discharge, irrigation
capacity and delivery head of this device are 20-22,000
l/h, 0.03 ha/h and 0.5 m, respectively.
It can be used
sed for low
lo head (up
( p to 1 m) and high
discharge application. The device has high discharge
at low-cost compared to conventional hand pump and
bicycle operated pumps. Can be used for transferring
water from canal to field, from one field to other field.
Can also be used for draining out excess water from
field

We are Looking for parties interested in manufacturing and marketing the product.

Manual Operated Pulse Thresher
by Gopalbhai Surtia , Gujarat
Conventionally, farmers are used to separate the pods through thresher or by hand pounding.
Small farmers can not afford the thresher and normally
y they
y hired it during
g the season Timely
y
availability of thresher during the peak season and availability of labour is a problem for
farmers. It is a manually operated simple but very useful solution. This thresher is useful for
threshing pigeon pea, black gram, green gram, etc. Also it can be used for threshing soybean

We are Looking for parties interested in manufacturing and marketing the product.

Amphibious Bicycle
by Mohammad Saidullah (Bihar)

Comprises a conventional bicycle modified with two extra attachments . First
attachment
tt h
t consists
i t off four
f
rectangular
t
l air
i floats,
fl t which
hi h supportt the
th bicycle,
bi l while
hil
moving in water. The other attachment comprises the fan blades attached in a radial
manner on the spokes of the rear wheel.

We are looking for parties interested in manufacturing and marketing the product
(Immediate Requirement – 10 units )

Innovative hand pump
New hand pump has a provision of supply of
water

from run off , for the

Animal.

A

provision of about 1 liter water storage inside
the head of the pump which can be utilized
thro gh a tap for use
through
se as a drinking source
so rce just
j st
by pumping once

We are looking for parties who are interested in manufacturing and disseminate

Auto Compression Sprayer
by Arvindbhai Patel , Ahmedabad
This is a innovative sprayer (for pesticide or for any other application ) which uses the force generated
by the body movement for spraying application. It has dead weights reciprocating the piston to
pressurize the fluid inside the chamber. It requires further value addition to make more efficient and
convenient for use

We are looking for parties who are interested in R & D and commercialization

Bicycle Driven Sprayer
by Mansukh Jagani , Gujarat

It is an attachment which essentially
y uses
the circular motions of the cycle sprocket
to move the piston of the spray pump
which generates pressure to spray the
pesticides. Instead of manual strokes in
case of a Knapsack
p
sprayers,
p y , one has to
drag the bicycle to operate the pump Can
cover larger area with respect to the
conventional sprayers.

We are looking for parties who are interested in manufacturing and marketing

Hand operated Sprayer
by Gopalbhai Surtia, Gujarat
This is a manual hand driven sprayer powered
b the
by
h motion
i off cycle
l wheels
h l off the
h pulling
lli
cart. The innovativeness of the design lies in
harnessing the torque generated by the motion
of bicycle wheels on the ground to drive the
piston of the sprayer. It has facility to adjust
th nozzle
the
l distance
di t
and
d the
th height
h i ht off the
th spray
boom as per the orientation of the crop, and
ease of maintenance and repairs. The unit can
spray an acre of land in 6 hours of operation.

We are looking for parties who are interested in manufacturing and marketing

Bicycle Based Mobile Spray Pump
by Subhas Vasantrao Jaqtap, Maharastra
 A mobile pesticide spray unit used to
drive a bicycle based pump which powers
the spray nozzles.
 Suitable for application in fields with
hard soil, low crop length and row distance
of 3 to 4 feet only.
 Eliminates

drudgery

of

carrying

pesticides on one’s back, which was
burdensome and leakage of chemicals also
caused skin trouble.
Possibility of varying the tank capacity
from higher than 25 litres.
.

We are looking for parties who are interested in manufacturing and marketing

Centrifugal Sprayer
by U Krishna, Andhra Pradesh

•

It is a spinning disc sprayer, consists of a 12 litres HDPE
tank with stopper value mounted in an iron stand.

•

When the operator starts to operate the handle up and down,
the reciprocating motion of the lever is transferred and
converted as rotary motion of the fan. The chemicals flow
from the tank to the top portion of the fan with the help of
stopper valve and the fan breaks the droplets in to the mist
form due to its centrifugal force.

•

Since
S
ce tthee batte
batteryy iss replaced
ep aced w
with
t gea
gear mechanism
ec a s to rotate
otate
the fan, the cost input for power is nil. This machine is
useful for applications of agricultural chemicals for smaller
height plants.

We are looking for parties who are interested in manufacturing and marketing

Bullock Operated Wide Swath Sprayer by
Bhanjibhai Mathukia, Gujarat &Radhesham
Sharma,, MP
Variable speed of final driven shaft by the shift of lever. Faster operation as compared to
other
h conventional
i l means. Facility
F ili to cut off
ff the
h spray fluid
fl id at turning.
i
R d
Reduces
time
i
requirement as compared to manual spraying. Reduces drudgery and health hazards
involved manual spraying.

We are looking for parties who are interested in manufacturing and marketing
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A low cost multi-purpose tractor mounted sprayer
by Muljibhai Senjalia , Gujarat

This is a sprayer developed by using 5.5
HP engine and assembled gears of Tempo .
The pressure pump is used to create the
pressure for spraying . Two drums mounted
on each side to store the liquid . The length
of boom is about 5 feet each side and
therefore covers larger area while spraying.
It is very efficient and cost effective , saves
labour and time
time.

http://www.nifindia.org/nif_video/mulubhai_tractor.mpg

We are looking for parties who are interested in manufacturing and marketing

Motorcycle Driven Sprayer
by Ganeshbhai Dodia, Gujarat

Bullet, a powerful motorcycle,
available with marginal farmers, has
been used for this sprayer. Sprayer is
powered by energy generated in the
engine coupled with a belt drive. It is
extremely flexible product with
adjustable height and width of spraying
boom.Can spray up to 40 acres in a
day.

We are looking for parties who are interested in manufacturing and marketing

Manual wood cutting machine
by Karuna Nath, Assam

The manual wood cutting machine is an energy
saving device that works on the principle of inertia
of motion. The machine can be used to cut big logs
as well as wood for furniture.
furniture It consists of two
wooden columns on which steel channels are fitted,
a Bed, two Fly wheels made of composite material
i.e. steel and RCC, two connecting rods made of
wood, cutting blade, flexible clamp made of iron
and eight Ball bearings.
bearings

We are looking for parties who are interested in manufacturing and marketing

Bicycle operated horse shave
by Mohammad Idris, Uttar Pradesh

This unit can make the owner self-reliant in
doing this essential function, while retaining
the basic functioning of the bicycle. This is a
detachable arrangement whereby the bicycle
can be used as usual without any problem
after detaching the chain that drives the speed
cable.

We are looking for parties who are interested in manufacturing and marketing

Reaper Windrower
by Bhagwan Singh Dangi, Madhya Pradesh
.

This device has three different units
namely, cutting unit, which consists of
cutter bar, reel unit for pushing the standing
crop towards
d the
h cutter bar
b and
d gathering
h i
unit to windrow the crop at centre of the
machine

thus

making

it

easy

to

handle/transport to the threshing floor. It
reduces manpower requirement and the
d d
drudgery

i
involved
l d

i
in

th
the

h
harvesting
ti

process

We are looking for parties who are interested in manufacturing and marketing

Pressure Cooker Coffee
by maker Md. Rozadeen, Bihar
A simple attachment comprising a
pipe along with pressure releasing
valve is fitted in the lid of the pressure
cooker. Cooker with water is heated
over stove. Once steam is formed it is
released

through

the

pipe

and

collected in a jar containing mixture of
coffee powder, milk and sugar. After
allowing
ll i
sufficient
ffi i
steam into
i
the
h jar,
j
in a few minutes, frothy and tasty
coffee is ready.
ready
We are looking for parties who are interested in manufacturing and marketing
( Immediate Requirement – 500 units)

Automatic system to draw back clothes hung
for drying during rain by Mr. Piyush Agarwal,
Jharkhand and Harkesh Katariya,
Katariya Haryana

Many times due to rain the clothes hung for
draying in balconies get wet and also dirty, to
avoid this Piyush has tried to develop system
which will actuate when there would be rain
and draw the clothes inside the house.

Need of developing working prototype in actual usable form (that may take care of rain
and may also time and/or darkness or wind speed)

Should this woman have been carrying water on her head for
centuries?
Panihari – a solution by Grassroots
Innovator – Khiimjibhai, Gujarat
A group of students when challenged at
IIT,, Madras by
y Honeyy Bee Network
came out with the idea of wearable
water jacket:
Source: http://india-tourism.com/en_gallery.0.html

Design by Prof. V Panchal
(NID) for construction
workers

Jalpari – developed by
Madhav Savant

Why did this idea take so
long to emerge: Lack of
empathy,
th or d
desertification
tifi ti
of design domain? Is their
anybody who is ready to
steal the challenge?? There
is a need to develop user’s
friendly product.

Using Breathing Pattern as a Command
by Susant Patnaik, Odisa

This system

uses variation in the

breathing pattern as a means to give
commands to the controller. In the
present development it gives command
to chair

about movement to left or

right or straight. Likewise he has also
developed a kind of code of breath
induced signals which convert through
a sensor andd supporting
ti
circuit
i it

i t
into

word like food, or water.

Need of standardizing and developing standard prototype for different applications

Blind Person Navigation System by Miss
Rashmi Maruvada, West Bengal

The idea is to have a tricycle, which will have
an inbuilt navigation system with an audio
announcement system to inform the rider about
the places/landmarks. Such a tricycle would
make it easy for a visually impaired person to
travel.

Need of design and development of reliable, presentable, working prototype

Reading assistant to low vision/blind man
Master Mayank Walia, Jalandhar

Mayank’s idea is to develop a gadget that
can be worn on a hand and which can be
moved over text or Braille. It uses sensors
that scan text and Braille and convert it into
audio

signals

for

the

blind

/visually challenged.

Need to develop reliably working device, which blind person can use easily and is affordable.

Auto-gas stopper Auto-gas stopper
by Davalasab L. Mahamadgows, Karnataka
•

Timer operated device to automatically cut off gas supply
in LPG stove on reaching a predetermined cooking time.
time

•

Cut off time for different varieties of rice or
different dishes can be preset with the analog clock.

•

It gives an alarm signal while turning off the knob of
LPG stove, It also counts the no’s of whistles and display
th
them.
It prevents
t food
f d from
f
b i over-cooked,
being
k d loss
l
off
fuel and sometimes accidents.

•

Saves fuel,, time,, energy
gy and money.
y

IIn the
th presentt prototype
t t
th controller
the
t ll is
i taking
t ki feedback
f db k off timer
ti
effectively
ff ti l and
d no. off whistles
hi tl are
counted by using a fan, which is not reliable; some reliable sensors (eg sound sensor which senses
sound of particular frequency only; pressure sensor, etc). The final product should be able to take
feedback of timer as well as whistle counter reliably

Integrating gait of a person with mobile
security by Anurag Rathore Punjab
by Anurag Rathore Punjab
Jallandhar, Punjab

Need to develop reliably working device, which blind person can use easily and is affordable.

Tea making machine with customized Indian
taste Ashok Dhiman and P L Mistry, Haryana

•

A tea making machine which prepares tea in Indian
style. It should safely store the fresh milk (without
cuddling), boil tea leaves in water (preferably) or milk,
add sugar in pre-decided quantity, remove tea leaves
properly

after

brewing

and

dispense

the

tea

automatically into cups in pre-assigned proportions.
•

It should have provision of making tea with/without
sugar, with/without milk, strong/light and adding
flavor according to choice of user

Need to design and develop automatic machine with provision of customizing quantity
of ingredients
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Thank You
You…..
Contact:
Mahesh Patel / Rakesh Maheshwari
National Innovation Foundation
Foundation- India
Satellite Complex, Nr. Mansi Cross Road
Satellite Ahmedabad 380 015
015, India
079 -2673 2095 /2456/9825304421
Email: mahesh@nifindia
mahesh@nifindia.org
org
Website: www.nifindia.org.in

